Long-term stability of rotor-controlled MAS frequencies to 0.1 Hz proved by 14N MAS NMR experiments and simulations.
Experimental and simulated 14N MAS NMR spectra of the NH4+ ions in the two polymorphs, mS60 and mP60, of (NH4)2MoO4 are used to illustrate that a long-term stability of rotor-controlled MAS frequencies to 0.1 Hz can be achieved using commercial instrumentation (MAS speed controller and 7.5 mm MAS probe with a single marked rotor) attached to a highly pressure-stabilized air supply. A new modification of the STARS simulation software employs a Gaussian distribution for the experimental spinning frequency around the frequency set for the MAS speed controller. A simulated spectrum is then obtained by summation of several calculated spectra for evenly spaced spinning frequencies around the set frequency with relative weight factors corresponding to the Gaussian distribution.